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Chinese Wanderlust Unlimited

Millions of high-spending, quality-conscious
travelers strengthen China’s global soft power
By ZHU WENQIAN
zhuwenqian@chinadaily.com.cn

A

vibrant economy boosts
tourism, strengthens soft
power — that zip ﬁle-like
aphorism, when uncompressed, would unfold a fascinating
story of a delicately interlinked travel
ecosystem involving China and the
rest of the world.
Newly affluent, upwardly mobile
Chinese in the mainland are spending big money on their outbound
travels for enhanced life experiences.
More and more countries are realizing Chinese tourists are good for
their local economies.
According to a June report from
the China Tourism Academy, Chinese outbound travelers spent more
than $115 billion outside the mainland, 5 percent more than in 2016.
Much of that spend was on highend, customized, memorable trips,
conﬁrming their rising purchasing
power, evolving tastes and China’s
consumption upgrade. In the bargain, overseas star hotels and tourist
attractions were laughing all the way
to the bank. So did domestic airlines
and travel agencies, industry insiders said.
The net result of all this wanderlust of millions of better-behaving,
high-spending, quality-conscious
Chinese is solid goodwill for China.
Call it the goodwill economy, if you
will, an industry analyst said.
It would not be a misnomer
because such goodwill could go a
long way in enabling international
trade and creation of new tourismrelated infrastructure like airports,
new ﬂights, hotels, sightseeing spots
and the like, insiders said.
This summer, Ctrip, China’s largest online travel agency, saw bookings for overseas luxury hotels surge
nearly 50 percent year-on-year,
according to its Ctrip Hotel College
Data Research Center.
Ctrip will probably thank travelers
such as Du Ni, 29, for that. Du, who
works with a bank in Beijing, travels abroad two to three times every
year. She loves trips involving rides

in self-driven cars and tours where
she could get to know a place inside
out over a few days.
“I prefer customized trips to group
tours because I’ll have a more ﬂexible schedule and can change it as
I like. I’d also have more time to go
shopping and ﬁnd good local restaurants,” Du said.
“Besides, the planning of trip
schedules itself is quite interesting. For accommodation, I look for
higher end hotels with stylish decorations, and choose popular places
to eat and explore some local art
museums.”
This intense attention to detail has
inﬂated Du’s average per-trip spend
to 20,000 yuan ($2,930), almost double the amount she used to spend in
the past.
Interestingly, as tourists such as
Du increase in number, hotel room
prices at many popular overseas
destinations edged down this summer, suggesting that life-enriching
experiences may be becoming costeffective gradually, particularly in
places like Bali island in Indonesia;
Kyoto, Osaka, Tokyo and Sapporo
in Japan; and Bangkok and Chiang
Mai in Thailand, which are among
the top 10 most popular overseas
destinations of Chinese travelers this
summer.
“With tourism growing, more new
hotels are opening, and the supply
of hotel rooms is growing. Besides,
hotel prices are tending to become
more rational, and the price difference between busy seasons and slack
seasons is narrowing,” said Xie Wendan, general manager of the overseas
platform of the hotel business unit
of Ctrip.
More than 60 percent of Chinese
tourists chose to stay at luxury hotels
this summer, and joy-ﬁlled vacations
characterize a new trend. On average, Chinese travelers would like to
stay in the same hotel for three days,
which is one day longer than last
year, indicating a tendency among
consumers to go on in-depth trips,
Ctrip said.
“The remarkable spending potential of Chinese consumers born in

Top 10 overseas destinations that received the largest number of hotel bookings
from outbound travelers from the Chinese mainland on Ctrip this summer:
1 Tokyo, Japan

2 Phuket island, Thailand

6 Bali island, Indonesia

7 Kyoto, Japan

3 Osaka, Japan

8 Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia

4 Singapore

5 Bangkok, Thailand

9 Chiang Mai, Thailand 10 Sapporo, Japan

Countries/regions that saw highest year-on-year rise in visa applications and valid
exit-entry permits from outbound tourists from the Chinese mainland this summer:
1 Japan, 142%

2 United Kingdom, 85%

6 Taiwan province, 38%

7 United States, 33%

3 Australia, 66%
8 Malaysia, 29%

4 Canada, 60%
9 Singapore, 27%

5 France, 54%
10 Thailand, 10%

Top 10 Chinese cities from where outbound travelers from the Chinese mainland
applied for overseas tourist visas this summer:
1 Shanghai
9 Tianjin

2 Beijing
10 Ningbo

3 Guangzhou

4 Shenzhen

5 Nanjing

6 Chengdu

Source: Ctrip, China's largest online travel agency

the 1980s and 1990s has given good
market dividends. The consumption
upgrade has fueled more bookings of
higher end hotels,” Xie said.
Dai Bin, director of the China
Tourism Academy, said Chinese tourists seek more diverse experiences
overseas.
The middle class, who are the
backbone of the outbound tourism
market in the Chinese mainland, are
more willing to slow down the pace

of their hectic lifestyles and enjoy
in-depth travel experiences, encompassing quality accommodation, ﬁne
food, top-end shopping and classy
cultural fare, he said.
“More people prefer independent trips, instead of traveling with
groups, and those who spend a lot
of money shopping now account for
only a small portion of Chinese tourists,” he said.
To be sure, shopping expenses of

7 Hangzhou

8 Suzhou
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mainland tourists fell by about 10
percent last year, according to the
June report of the academy.
Next-door Japan offers not just
short ﬂights but good services, rich
theme park resources, and food that
conforms to Chinese eating habits.
Hence, it is the most popular tourism destination of Chinese travelers
this summer.
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